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Great patriotic war mod big map

Administrator's note on this latest update: Credit and thanks in large parts to Harry Lillis Bing Crosby Jr for having made the effort to update and expand this wonderful library tool that was originally started by NetherFreek. Hello, please search the World Pathfinder 4 for information you are looking for using spoilers. Everything is categorized to make it easier
to find things. There will be links to guides and tutorials published in the sections. If you have any specific questions, try searching for your answers in the FAQ in the Diverse Information section at the bottom before posting for help. Special credits to Leonid Govorov for helping with the creation of some parts of this list. ConquestsImbedoresInsoture
Wonders:soonerjbd : linkColor code:Purple means must-have wonderBlue means good to haveVerde means optionalYellow means not worth the costRed means absolutely useless Chichen Chichen - daily industrial output +1000Machu pichu - daily power output +250Christ the Redeemer - daily money production 20000Big ben - the cost of buying industry
operations -10%Glendalough - the cost of buying energy operations -10%Eiffel Tower - the cost of buying technology operations -10%Colloseum - the cost of improving technology infantry -10%Alhambra - the cost of upgrading tank technology - 10%Brandenburg - the cost of improving artillery technology -10%Sch-nbrunn Palace - the cost of improving naval
technology -10% Winter Palace - the cost of improving air technology -10%Kremlin - the cost of improving missile technology -10%Pechersk Lavra - the cost of upgrading strength technology -10%Hagia sophia - The costs of improving the technology of Air Defense -10% Hanging Gardens - Time to Complete Tasks -5% Space Station - Time to Complete
Tasks -10%Prophet's Mosque - Time to Complete Tasks -15%Great Pyramids - Daily Update Number of Invasions +1Dj City - Daily Update Invasion Number +1Great Wall - Daily Update Number of Invasions +2Terracotta Army - Daily Task Number Update +1Potala Palace - Daily Task Number Update +1Himeji Castle - Daily Update Number of Tasks +2Red
Fort - Medal Invasion Rewards Increase by 50% Ankor Wat - Task Resource Rewards Increase by 100%Borobodur - Daily Money Out +10000Opera House - Industry Daily Exit +500Canada Place - Daily Power Output +100Statue of Freedom - Daily technology output +10Space Shuttle - Daily technology output +20Landmarks Colorcoding:Blue means
building ASAPGreen means that you can expectEllow means building it only in certain circumstancesRed means not disturbing crashtor - the morale of troops in the city will not go down National Monument - HP city increases by 15% the commercial market - the economic production of the city increases by 25% in the power plant - the city's industrial
production increases by 25% in the command center - the range of forces increases by 1 level when recruiting troops Fire Management - the city will not receive radio damage or trap in the center of fire technology - the technological production of fire the city is increasing in center - the economic production of the city increases by 50%Industrial Center - the
industrial production of the city increases by 50%Earth radar - increases the scope of air defenseField business - units heal 20 HP per roundSpace center - reduction the cost of missiles by 20% National Defense - HP City increased by 35% of the military academy - the range of forces increases by 2 levels when recruiting troops if military factory - the cost of
recruitment is reduced by 15% strong underground - the city takes 45% less damage from nuclear weaponsSkills Green. ImportantEllow- Important in certain circumstancesBlue is not beneficial, but it is OK to haveRed' Don't BotherTerrain Bonuses:Plain Fighting - +5 level damage (maximum +25 without medal, max +37 with medal)Street Fighting - +5
damage in the city (maximum +25 without medal, maximum +37 with medal)Jungle Fighting - +5 damage in the jungle (maximum +25 without medal, maximum +37 with medal)Desert Fighting - +5 damage in the desert (maximum +25 without medal , max +37 with medal)Mountain fight - +5 damage on the mountain (maximum +25 without medal, max +37
with medal)Half health Increases:Artillery Barrage - +5 damage (maximum +30)Iron Tide - +5 damage (maximum +30)Bayonet charge - +5 damage (maximum +25)Leader Skills: Infantry Leader - 8% fatal strike chance (maximum 40% no medal , maximum 60% with medal)Panzer Leader - 8% fatal chance (maximum 40 medal without medal), maximum 60%
with medal)Artillery leader - 8% fatal strike chance (maximum 40% without medal, Maximum 60% with medal)Fleet leader - 8% fatal strike chance (maximum 40%)Air Force Leader - 8% fatal strike chance (maximum 40%)Aura Buffs:Crowd Tactics - +4 damage (maximum +20 without medal , max +30 with medal)Wolfpack - +4 damage (maximum +20
without medal, maximum +30 with medal)Elastic defense - +4 HP strength (maximum +50)City Buffs :Economic expert - +5 output (max. +25 without medal, maximum +50 with medal)Technology expert - +1 exit (max. +25 without medal, maximum +50 with medal)Architecture - +6 HP city (max +30)Industrial expert - +2 exit (maximum +55 without medal ,
maximum +110 with medal)Unit Health Regeneration:Machinist - +3 HP for armored units and artillery (maximum +50 without medal, Max +65 with Medal)Replacement - +3 HP for infantry (maximum +40 without hand medal, maximum +52 with medal)Deposit ship - +3 HP for ships (maximum +40)Damage reduction:Cover - 12% chance to dodge 18%
damage (maximum 90% dodged damage)Refugio - Dodge 6% missiles (max. 30%)Atrincheration - Dodge 6% artillery (maximum 30%) Camouflage - Dodge 6% from the air (maximum 30%)Counterattack aversion:Blitzkrieg - 12% tank chance (maximum 60% without medal, maximum 90% with medal)Guerrilla - 12% infantry chance (maximum 60% no
medal, maximum 90% Medal)Increases damage:Raider - +6% infantry damage (maximum 30% without medal, maximum 48% with medal)Armored assault - +6% tank damage (maximum 30% without medal, Maximum 48% medal)Accuracy - +6% artillery damage (maximum 30% no medal, maximum 48% with medal)Explosives - +8% damage when
attacking fortress (city and fortresses) (maximum 40%)Crossfire - +6% against ground attack damage (maximum 30% medal without medal , , 60% Medal)Carpet Bombardment - +8% damage to the city when attacked by air (maximum 40%)Sailor - +6% counterattack of damage at sea (maximum 30% without medal, Maximum 60% with medal)Other:Rumor -
15% chance to reduce morale (maximum 75%)Ace Forces - 20% experience gain (maximum 100% no medal, max 150% with medal)ReviewsLeader Skill Review RumorMedals for SkillsTechnical DetailsTrailerDescription World Conqueror 4 is the newest game released by EASYTECH in 2017. We will continue to develop and create the best war strategy
game. [ Scenario]*** Over 100 great story-based campaigns*** Experience historical moments, such as the Battle of Dunkirk, the Battle of Stalingrad, the North African Campaign and the Battle of the Midway Islands*** Order your army to achieve strategic objectives in a limited time based on the scenario [Conquest]*** Experience [WWII. 1939] [WWII. 1943]
[Cold War 1950] [Modern War 1960]*** Select any country in the world , adjust diplomatic tactics, adjust diplomatic tactics, adjust diplomatic tactics, adjust diplomatic tactics, adjust diplomatic tactics, adjust diplomatic tactics, adjust diplomatic tactics, adjust diplomatic tactics, adjust diplomatic tactics, adjust diplomatic tactics, adjust diplomatic tactics help
allies, and declare war on other countries*** Adjust strategic objectives according to the battlefield , build cities, develop science and technology, and produce military unity *** Score high marks occupying the most territories in the shortest time, and brands will be classified in the Game Center with other players [Legion]*** Build your army at headquarters***
Deploy your army on the field, whether it's an exercise or a legion battle*** Proper troop arrangement and the use of generals is the key to victory*** Challenge to test the limit of your skill in command[Domination]*** Choose excellent generals to fight side by side, promote your ranks and choose the right skills for them*** Use your generals with medals you
won to improve your skills *** Complete city-specific tasks and trading resources with merchants*** Build wonders of the world and unlock all kinds of landmarks** Study new technologies and improve the combat efficiency of all units[]. 230 famous generals, 216 military units, 42 skills and 16 medals*** More than 100 campaigns, 120 legion battles, 40
challenge battles and so on*** 75 technologies, including army, navy, air force, missile, nuclear bomb and space weapon*** 30 architectural wonders and 16 landmarks*** 50 achievements await your challenge*** Turn on automatic combat and AI will command your army*** seamless world map and available for / Zoom Out *** Conquest Mode supports
classification in the Game Centerwww.ieasytech.comFacebookFacebook : www.facebook.com/Easytech-100544026660028/Read more: european-war-4.boards.net/thread/6506/wc4-description#ixzz4qehDyr86DownloadReviewseuropean-war-4.boards.net/thread/6507/wc4-review-thread-download-link Diverse InformationMore details can be found in the
Strata Road section. Game FAQ1) What are the green, blue, red, and purple banners above the generals? These are the health improvements that allow your general to have more health in your unit. Lots of more specific information What are the generals I should have? The game strictly requires you to have a strong selection of good generals that may
allow you to complete the game, but you can also choose to purchase some unrthodox generals of interest to you. The suggested general lists along with the overview can be found here: Suggested General Routes Overview and Information3) Do I need to spend money to complete the game?No. This is a freer grinding game, where you can complete the
game relatively easily without spending a single penny. There are many ways to win medals!4) How do I win medals or get more resources? You can win medals by playing conquests, achieving scenarios, playing domination battles, finishing daily invasions and unlocking achievements.5) How do I gain experience to level up my headquarters? Basically
doing anything in the game, from missions to tasks. Refer to more here6) The 1980s terrorists are too hard to fight! What should I do... don't be afraid! Generally, with good technology, strong generals with adequately improved rumors about them, terrorist and general units can be easily confused and destroyed after a few turns. For more detailed tips, check
out this thread: Counterterrorism (protips)General CouncilConfificationOthersModificationsWho are the modifications? A mod is a change in the original game that adds new content. Think of new conquests, new campaigns, new generals, new countries, etc. An infinite medal hack is not considered a mod, although most mods award you infinite medals
through the completion of a mission or through the purchase of a general so you can explore it freely. How can I play a mod? This game has a lot of great mods for you to play. You can find them on our modification plate. Please note that you need to have an Android device in order to play these mods. All our mods need to pass the Virustotal.com test before
they can be loaded here ensuring some kind of security, but downloading a mod will always be at your own risk! What kind of mods are there?- Great Patriotic War- Glory of Communism- The Great War (ww1)- Korean Dream - Great Patriotic War Great Map - Current War - Best WW2- WC4 EW6 - WC4 GOG2 - Turkish Modder Unlimited Resources and
many more out there! How do I create my own mod? You can create your own mod by using an unlocked apk. This apk is editable by an editor like APK Editor.For more detailed information head to our modification board. Please note that before uploading your own mod to our forum, you should let Calgary Flames or Saltin scan it first to ensure safety. Or,
your post will be deleted. Also note that your mod needs to match the Rules: european-war-4.boards.net/thread/5636/game-modifications-rules Sincerly,NetherFreek V1.8Miscellaneous Information added with tech, general, strategy, FAQs etc. Added Windows WC4 link. The overview has been renamed to Technical Details. Added spoiler modification. (25-
11-19) Version History1.0 List Created (9-8-17)1.1 (9-8-17)1.1 Added Information Tab (22-08-17)1.2 WC4 released! (Overview completed) (24-8-17)1.3 Major Update (General, Wonders, Skills, Description) (12-10-17)1.4 Conquest, generals, landmarks and wonders draft made thanks to Leonid Govorov (8-11-17)1.5 General element removed due to the part
of the general discussion threads (22 -2-18)1.6 Part of the campaign removed as an independent thread (2-22-19)1.7 Section of Widely Updated and Existing Conquest Guide Skills (Harry Lillis Bing Crosby Jr) (16-11-19)1.8 Various information added with technology, strategy, FAQs, etc. Added Windows WC4 link. The overview has been renamed to
Technical Details. Added spoiler modification (Harry Lillis Bing Crosby Jr) (25-11-19) this list was last updated on 2020/05/26 by Harry Lillis Bing Crosby Jr , please comment if a guide is not on the list. WC4 Library: WingHi all Campaign, Please click on the campaign you are struggling with. If there is no guide, feel free to order one by creating a separate
thread. If the current guide does not work for you, please say it in the thread already created, so that all the information about that campaign is in the same thread!1939(WW2, Europe)Western - Allies1. Battle of Dunkirk (Normal - Hard)2. Battle of Great Britain (Normal - Hard)3. North African Campaign (Normal - Hard)4. Sicilian Campaign (Normal - Hard)5.
Battle of Kursk (Normal - Hard)6. Battle of Kiev (Normal - Hard)7. Operation Bag (Normal - Hard)8. Operation Overlord (Normal - Hard)9. Operation Dragon (Normal - Hard)10. Operation Garden Market (Normal - Hard)11. Destination Berlin (Normal - Hard)West - Axis1. Blitzkrieg (Normal - Hard)2. Operation Weser-bung (Normal - Hard)3. Drop gelb (normal -
hard)4. Operation SeaLion (Normal - Hard)5. Mediterranean War (Normal - Hard)6. Balkan Campaign (Normal - Hard)7. Operation Barbarossa ;(Normal - Dura)8. Battle of El Alamein (Normal - Hard)9. Siege of Leningrad (Normal - Hard)10. Battle of Stalingrad (Normal - Hard)11. Conquer Europe (Normal - Hard)1943(WW2, Pacific)Pacific - Allies1. Attack on
Pearl Harbour (Normal - Hard)2. Malay Campaign (Normal - Hard)3. Battle of Midway (Normal - Hard)4. Guadalcanal (Normal - Hard)5. Bi Counterattack (Normal - Hard)6. Battle of leyte Gulf (Normal - Hard)7. Battle of Iwo Jima (Normal - Hard)8. Steel storm (normal - hard)9. Operation Sunset (Normal - Hard)Pacific - Axis1. Tora Tora Tora (Normal - Hard)2.
Battle of South Asia (Normal - Hard)3. Burma Campaign (Normal - Hard)4. Battle of the Coral Sea (Normal - Hard)5. Invasion of Australia (Normal - Hard)6. Battle of Imphal (Normal - Hard)7. Far East Campaign ;(Normal - Dura)8. North American Campaign (Normal - Hard)9. Glory Time (Normal - Hard)1950 (War European Line (Normal - Hard)2. Korean War
(Normal - Hard)3. Missile crisis (normal - hard)4. Middle East War (Normal - Hard)5. Red shadow (normal - hard)6. The final base (normal and normal - hard)OMC1. Front mission (normal - hard)2. Energy crisis - Hard)3. Mediterranean Conqueror ;(Normal - Hard)4. Western European Union (Normal - Hard)5. Sunrise from the east (Normal - Hard)6. Red
Storm (Normal / Normal - Hard)1980 (Terrorist Speculative Scenario)United Nations1. Oil crisis (normal and normal - Hard)2. Economic lifeline (normal - hard)3. Eastern European Campaign (Normal - Hard)3. Counterattack of freedom (normal - hard)5. Joint statement (normal - hard)6. Battle of Permafrost (Normal - Hard)7. Desperate Assault (Normal -
Hard)8. South American Offensive (Normal - Hard)9. Operation Antarctica (Normal - Hard)Have a good day! NetherFreek Hi, please search the World Conqueror 4 for information you are looking for using spoilers. Everything is categorized to make it easier to find things. Special credits to Leonid Govorov for helping with the creation of some parts of this list.
ConquestsPrintersDesinclyos:soonerjbd : linkColor code:Purple means must-have wonderBlue means good to haveVerde means optionalYellow means not worth the costRed means absolutely useless Chichen Itza - daily industrial output +1000Machu pichu - exit Daily energy +250Christ the redeemer - daily production of money 20000Big ben - the cost of
buying industry operations -10%Glendalough - the cost of buying energy operations -10%Eiffel Tower - the cost of buying technology operations -10%Colloseum - the cost of upgrading infantry technology -10% Alhambra - the cost of purchasing technology operations -10%Colloseum - the cost of improving infantry technology -10% Alhambra - the cost of
improving the technology of tanks -10%Brandenburg - the cost of improving artillery technology -10%Sch-nbrunn Palace - the cost of improving naval technology -10% Winter Palace - the cost of improving air technology -10%Kremlin - the cost of improve missile technology -10%Pechersk Lav - the cost of upgrading fortress technology -10%Hagia sophia -
The costs of improving air defense technology -10% Hanging Gardens - the time to complete tasks -5% Space Station - Weather to complete tasks -10%Propthet Mosque - The time to complete tasks -15%Great Pyramids - Daily update number of invasions +1Dj city - Daily update number of invasions +1Great wall - Daily update number of invasions
+2Terracott Army - Daily Task Number Update +1Potala Palace - Daily Task Number Update +1Himeji Castle - Daily Task Update Number +2Red Fort - Invasion Increase Medals by 50%Ankor Wat - Task Resource Rewards Increase by One 100%Borobodur - Daily Money Out +10000Opera House - Daily Industry Departure +500Canada Place - Daily Power
Output +-100Statue of Liberty - Daily Technology Output +10Space Shuttle - Departure Daily technology +20LandmarksMeagal code:Blue means building ASAPGreen means that you can expectThew means to build it only in certain circumstancesTho means not to disturb tower - the morale of the troops in the city will not lower National Monument - The
city's HP increases by 15% Commercial Market - the city's economic output increases by 25% of Powerplant - the city's industrial production increases by 25% command center - the range of forces increases by 1 level recruit troopsFire troopsFire - the city will not receive damage by radio or capture in the research center Research center - the technological
production of the city increases by 25% Financial Center - the economic production of the city increases by 50% Industrial Center - the industrial production of the City increases by 50% Ground Radar - increases the range of air defenseAser hospital - units heal 20 hp per roundSpace center - reduction of the cost of failure by 20%National Defense - by 35%
Academy Military - the range of forces increases by 2 levels when recruiting troopscarir tourism factory - the cost of recruiting is reduced by 15% underground fort - the city takes 45% less damage from the bombsDominationSkills General InformationTrailerDescriptioner World Conqueror 4 is the most released game by EASYTECH in 2017.We will continue to
develop and create the best war strategy game. [Scenario]*** Over 100 great story-based campaigns*** Experience historical moments, such as the Battle of Dunkirk, the Battle of Stalingrad, the North African Campaign and the Battle of the Midway Islands*** Order your army to achieve strategic objectives in a limited time based on the scenario
[Conquest]*** Experience [WWII. 1939] [WWII. 1943] [Cold War 1950] [Modern War 1960]*** Select any country in the world , adjust diplomatic tactics, adjust diplomatic tactics, adjust diplomatic tactics, adjust diplomatic tactics, adjust diplomatic tactics, adjust diplomatic tactics, adjust diplomatic tactics, adjust diplomatic tactics, adjust diplomatic tactics, adjust
diplomatic tactics, adjust diplomatic tactics help allies, and declare war on other countries*** Adjust strategic objectives according to the battlefield , build cities, develop science and technology, and produce military unity *** Score high marks occupying the most territories in the shortest time, and brands will be classified in the Game Center with other players
[Legion]*** Build your army at headquarters*** Deploy your army on the field, whether it's an exercise or a legion battle*** Proper troop arrangement and the use of generals is the key to victory*** Challenge to test the limit of your skill in command[Domination]*** Choose excellent generals to fight side by side, promote your ranks and choose the right skills
for them*** Use your generals with medals you won to improve your skills *** Complete city-specific tasks and trading resources with merchants*** Build wonders of the world and unlock all kinds of landmarks** Study new technologies and improve the combat efficiency of all units[]. 230 famous generals, 216 military units, 42 skills and 16 medals*** More
than 100 campaigns, 120 legion battles, 40 battles of and so on*** 75 technologies, Including Army, Navy, Air Force, Missile, Nuclear Bomb and Space Weapon*** 30 architectural wonders and 16 landmarks*** 50 achievements await your challenge*** Turn on automatic combat and the AI will command your army*** seamless world map and available to
zoom in/out *** Conquest Mode supports ranking in the Game Centerwww.ieasytech.comFacebookFacebook : www.facebook.com/Easytech-100544026660028/Read more: european-war-4.boards.net/thread/6506/wc4-description#ixzz4qehDyr86DownloadDownload for Android: Android: for Ios: itunes.apple.com/nl/app/world-conqueror-4/id1258468290?
mt=8Download for Windows: TBDReviewseuropean-war-4.boards.net/thread/6507/wc4-review-thread-download-link Sincerly,NetherFreek V1.6The part of the campaign modified as separate thread (2-2-19)Version History1.0 created list (9-8-17)1.1 Overview sheet added (22-08-17)1.2 WC4 released! (Overview completed) (24-8-17)1.3 Major Update
(General, Wonders, Skills, Description) (12-10-17)1.4 Conquest, General, Landmarks and Wonders draft made thanks to Leonid Govorov (8-11-17)1.5 General element removed due to general discussion threads (22-2-18)1.6 Part of the campaign removed as separate thread (2-2-19) Please note that much information/bad is missing. All this information is
based on the wc4 trailer. Please help me correct this list once the game is released or once we know more about the game. Thank you for your suggestion, but I decided to use spoilers for the following reasons:1. The links open a new tablad, your device will be full of them.2. These new pages take time to load, especially for those with low-end mobiles.3.
You can see everything in the same post that you don't get redirected everywhere. 4. I can categorize more easily, as for example I wouldn't do a separate campaign link for born only, but now I can make a small spoiler for it.5. These small categories also make it easier for the user to find what they need, as they can easily show and hide spoilers for the
(subcategories)category they are looking for.6. Links cost more time for me than a simple spoiler note. Thank you for your suggestion, but I decided to use spoilers for the following reasons:1. The links open a new tablad, your device will be full of them.2. These new pages take time to load, especially for those with low-end mobiles.3. You can see everything
in the same post that you don't get redirected everywhere. 4. I can categorize more easily, as for example I wouldn't do a separate campaign link for born only, but now I can make a small spoiler for it.5. These small categories also make it easier for the user to find what they need, as they can easily show and hide spoilers for the (subcategories)category
they are looking for.6. Links cost more time for me than a simple spoiler note. What I meant was to use links under spoilers subcategories, so when you open spoiler subgroup, which shows a link with the information not the web address itself, it would be good for the campaign and conquest guides Thank you for your suggestion, but I decided to use spoilers
for the following reasons:1. The links open a new tablad, your device will be full of them.2. These new pages take time to load, especially those with low-end mobile phones.3. You can see everything in the same post that you don't get redirected everywhere. 4. I can categorize more easily, as for example I wouldn't do a separate campaign link for born only,
but now I can make a small spoiler for These small categories also make it easier for the user to find what they need, as they can easily show and hide spoilers for the (subcategories)category they are looking for.6. Links cost more time for me than a simple spoiler note. I just noticed the needs of spoiler [ ] on both sides not thank you for your suggestion, but I
decided to use spoilers for the following reasons:1. The links open a new tablad, your device will be full of them.2. These new pages take time to load, especially for those with low-end mobiles.3. You can see everything in the same post that you don't get redirected everywhere. 4. I can categorize more easily, as for example I wouldn't do a separate
campaign link for born only, but now I can make a small spoiler for it.5. These small categories also make it easier for the user to find what they need, as they can easily show and hide spoilers for the (subcategories)category they are looking for.6. Links cost more time for me than a simple spoiler note. I just noticed the needs of spoiler [ ] on both sides not -
Yes, I did so that I could show the code to you without actually inserting a spoiler into the post Just noticed the needs of spoiler [ ] on both sides not -Yes, I did so that I could show the code to you without actually inserting a spoiler into the postUse spaces or stars [Spoiler] or [Spoiler*] So we have the same general IAP? Ayup.Hoping non-IPA generals will be
different, and existing wc3s will be adjusted. Easytech buff Budyonny plsBuff Rokossovsky and Timoshenko pls. Also some American artillery generals (like, usable ones) So do we have the same generals of the MYP? Ayup.Hoping non-IPA generals will be different, and existing wc3s will be adjusted. Easytech buff Budyonny plsJudging in fact that Itagaki is
level 3 is not likely, they have lost their value, I hope they have balanced other generals better than that
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